54W UV light oven for UV epoxy & glue

You can place your pieces to be cured directly into the UV oven or if you prefer you can remove the bottom of the oven under the lights and set the oven over your pieces.

The bottom hatch can be a little difficult to remove since it’s a very tight fit but it will come out. You can also remove the bottom to replace bulbs.

To operate the oven first turn on the main switch on the back of the unit, then press the power button on the front and last press the time button to turn on the lamps. A single press will allow the unit to stay on indefinitely which is the setting you want for the UV epoxy (glaze) since it takes 20 minutes, you need to time it manually and then press the front power button when done.

It's advisable to turn off the back main power switch when you are done for the day to prevent power drain and accidental activation of the unit.

If you want a timed light for glue and other uses just press the time button multiple times until the desired time is light is lit.

The unit also has a fan but it is not advisable to use it during cure of the UV epoxy as it can blow dirt into the surface as well as cause ripples as the epoxy.

---

**Care and feeding of your UV Glazing Oven**

To clean the glazing oven, wipe with a paper towel. You can use a lightly damp cloth if needed but be sure to unplug the unit first.

Use the oven only on a dry flat surface indoors. When not in use, unplug the oven. Do not operate the oven with a burned out or missing bulb, doing so will damage the unit and may pose a fire hazard. Do not stare into the lights for extended periods of time.

If the oven seems to be malfunctioning in any way, immediately turn the oven off and unplug it until the problem is fixed.

To change a bulb, turn the oven off and unplug it. Grasp the bulb firmly and pull towards the front of the unit, you may use a cloth to get a better grip on the bulb if needed. Once removed simply push a new bulb into the socket and push in until it’s seated all the way into the socket, it should snap into place. If the bulb burned out over time it is a good idea to replace all of the bulbs at once since the rest are near the end of their life.

Store the glazing oven unplugged and out of direct sunlight and away from hot items such as a radiator or heater.

Contact EpoxyJewelry.com for replacement bulbs or any questions you might have about the operation of your UV glazing oven.